
Pricing and Coaching Packages

One half hour session via Skype or phone call (your preference).
 
During this half hour, we will discuss the areas of life in which you 
may need healing, growth or guidance.
 
This includes offering my advice and a summary of what steps you 
will need to take in order to improve your mindset and overall level of 
happiness and success in life.
 
I will also send you off with some insightful reading material and 
exercises to practice including:
 
A step-by-step guide of how to handle negative thoughts 
(overthinking) and emotions
 
An introduction to Mindfulness as well as exercises to practice and 
develop your skills
 
Building self-esteem. Making Self-Love a priority.
 
Prompted journaling exercises for deep reflection, practicing gratitude 
and attracting your desires.

Half Hour Coaching Session  - $40

Coaching Package # 1



One-hour long session via Skype or phone call (your preference).
 
During this hour together, we will discuss the areas in which you need healing, 
growth or guidance.
 
This includes offering my advice and a summary of what steps you will need 
to take in order to improve your mindset and overall level of happiness and 
success in life.
 
The one hour session also includes working together to develop an ACTION 
PLAN to develop the individual  steps that will be needed in order to turn your 
dreams into goals and eventually make them a reality. Creating a detailed, 
organized plan with both short and long term goals will help you to stay 
focused and driven.
 
I will also send you off with some insightful reading material and exercises to 
practice including:
 
A step-by-step guide of how to handle negative thoughts (overthinking) and 
emotions
 
An introduction of Mindfulness as well as exercises to practice and develop your 
skills
 
Meditation Guide- Meditation made simple
 
Building self-esteem. Making Self-Love a priority.
 
Prompted journaling exercises for deep reflection, practicing gratitude and 
attracting your desires.

One-Hour Coaching Session- $75

Coaching Package # 2



2 one-hour long coaching sessions, each spaced one week a part.
 
During our first coaching session, we will discuss the areas in which you need healing, 
growth or guidance. This includes offering my advice and a summary of what steps you 
will need to take in order to improve your mindset and overall level of happiness and 
success in life.
 
The first one hour session also includes working together to develop an ACTION PLAN to 
develop the individual  steps that will be needed in order to turn your dreams into goals 
and eventually make them a reality. Creating a detailed, organized plan with both short 
and long term goals will help you to stay focused and driven.
 
I will also send you off with some insightful reading material and exercises to practice 
including:
 
A step-by-step guide of how to handle negative thoughts (overthinking) and emotions
An introduction of Mindfulness as well as exercises to practice and develop your skills
Meditation Guide- Meditation made simple
Building self-esteem. Making Self-Love a priority.
Prompted journaling exercises for deep reflection, practicing gratitude and attracting your 
desires.
 
As Well As Your Own Guide To:
 
Emotional Intelligence
Your Vibrational Frequency and Its Importance
 
Our second hour long coaching session will reflect on your progress and make adjustments to 
your plan if needed. We will also discuss new topics that will be helpful to incorporate in 
your self-development journey.
 
After our second session, you will be left with more reading material and exercises 
involving the topic of:
 
Intuition

2 One-Hour Coaching Sessions with Limited Contact in 
Between Sessions- $125

Coaching Package # 3

Limited contact in between sessions meaning daily 
or twice daily check ins (your preference).



3 One-Hour Coaching Sessions with UNLIMITED 
Contact in Between- $220

Coaching Package # 4

3 one-hour long coaching sessions, each spaced one week a part.
 
In between sessions, I will be available for UNLIMITED email coaching. You may 
reach out to me as many time as needed to vent or for assistance working through 
difficult situations, anxiety attacks etc. This Package Involves more in depth, one-on-
one coaching.
 
During our first coaching session, we will discuss the areas in which you need healing, 
growth or guidance. This includes offering my advice and a summary of what steps 
you will need to take in order to improve your mindset and overall level of happiness 
and success in life.
 
The first one hour session also includes working together to develop an ACTION 
PLAN to develop the individual  steps that will be needed in order to turn your 
dreams into goals and eventually make them a reality. Creating a detailed, organized 
plan with both short and long term goals will help you to stay focused and driven.
 
I will also send you off with some insightful reading material and exercises to practice 
including:
 
A step-by-step guide of how to handle negative thoughts (overthinking) and emotions
An introduction of Mindfulness as well as exercises to practice and develop your skills
Meditation Guide- Meditation made simple
Building self-esteem. Making Self-Love a priority.
Prompted journaling exercises for deep reflection, practicing gratitude and attracting 
your desires.
Emotional Intelligence
Your Vibrational Frequency and Its Importance
 
 

This Package Information Continues Below...



Coaching Package # 4 CONTINUED

Our second hour long coaching session will reflect on your progress and 
make adjustments to your plan if needed. We will also discuss new topics 
that will be helpful to incorporate in your self-development journey.
 
After our second session, you will be left with more reading material and 
exercises involving the topic of:
 
Intuition
 
Our third session will again reflect on your progress and make any final 
adjustments to your plan if needed. 
 
At the conclusion of our third session, you will be left with more reading 
material and exercises involving the topics of:
 
Relationships (How to Improve and Strengthen any Relationship)
More Reflection and Journaling Exercises

Again, please do not hesitate to reach out to 
me if you have any questions . I look forward 

to hearing from you and hope that we can 
work together to 

CREATE YOUR BEST LIFE!


